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PRESIDENT'S PERSPECTI\'E
The Currency of a Civilized Society
Hun1aneness as a goal
o t of
organize our li\·es around completing
proje ts and initiating new efforts. For me, the
HS S annual meeting mandates an evaluation
of one ·s accomplishments and represents a time of accountability. More importantly, it also provides an opportunity to assess our vision of the future and our progress
in bringing that vision to reality.
When thinking about the future, I find it both exciting
and suggestive to reflect on the fact that our task is embodied in our name. We are committed to the mission of
creating a humane society. In times passed most people
thought of "the humane society" as the small shelter for
stray animals next to the community's municipal maintenance yard or the more sophisticated facility of som
city 's animal-welfare organization. 'T he humane s :ety" represented a functi onal entity tba erYed
practical purpose of controlling
ho..u.....=.u-,..-.
tered environment. Surely we do not
tance of that task, and " ·e applaud tbe
al services of the individual inYOlY
very few of us accept that narrow a
nition of "humane society."
Rather, we see our work and obj tiYes

M

as pan of a
the ,,-o - o:- "'an o

- y merging model
'i.able when a rev-

- to organize our work of
this far-reaching principle. If
hange- saving rhinos from
"'----....___.""::- .::..:~~tiws to the use of animals in

LLLLLLLLLLLL. . .

of a great mosaic which, when
\\ith the efforts of countless other
o;ganizations and individuals, will yield
-;: mt(v humane society.
•
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:ifleen wolves a year
of two areas, starting
~ .:...:_: _Introductions will end
h area supports at
~,, :lYe packs, at which time
·: :s expected that natural in-- -es in wolf numbers will
.:omplete the species ' recovery.
Cnfortunately the FWS has
J'1 ommended that wolves be
re introduced under the "nonessential experimental population" designation of the En~ ~=-

-

~-

dangered Species Act (ESA).
This designation would reduce
current legal protections for
wolves in large areas of Montana, Idaho, and Wyoming.
Ranchers grazing livestock on
publicly owned lands in these
areas potentially could obtain
permits to kill wolves who
were killing or injuring livestock. (Such an activity is
presently forbidden under the
ESA.) The "non-essential experimental population" designation would also prevent the
government from taking special action to protect areas
around wolf dens.
In testimony and written
comments on the proposed
plan presented to the FWS,
The HSUS strongly supported

wolf reintroduction ·o l.ellowo. This

We adamantly o
nating these populario - nonessential and experim mal. It

is particularly inappropriate to
reduce protection for wolves
on publicly owned lands,
\\·hose management should be
dictated by the public interest,
nor tai lored to benefit any special-interest group, such as
ranchers. Wolves reintroduced

VICTORY FOR MILWAUKEE ELEPHANTS!

F

or the past three years,
The HSUS has asked our
members and constituents to
write letters and make telephone calls on behalf of the
Milwaukee County Zoo's beleaguered Asian elephants.
Following the beating of the
elephant "Lota" by elephant
handlers three years ago, and
continuing through last year
after new allegations of elephant mishandling had been
made, HSUS supporters expressed their outrage and demanded that the elephants at
the zoo be transferred to a
sanctuary.
Those letters have not fallen on deaf ears. In October
_ Wwaukee County Executive
Tom Ament ordered that the
dLree Asian elephants who reat the zoo, "Moola,"
-Ta:II12.1'a," and "Anne," be
-ecr o the Performing Ani\\-elfare Society (PAWS)
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Moo/a, Anne, and Tamara may soon leave the Milwaukee Zoo.
in Galt, California. This followed the recommendation of
HSUS staff, who had concluded that the PAWS sanctuary was the best permanent
home for the elephants. Mr.
Ament agreed, stating that "it
is in the best interest of the
'girls' to live their lives in

dignity and peace that the
PAWS sanctuary will provide."
Heartfelt thanks are due to
Mr. Ament, radio commentator Paul Harvey, Jr., baseball's
Oakland A's manager Tony
LaRussa, and "Saturday
Night Live" comedian Kevin

Xealon. all of whom rallied
support for the elephants.
Thanks are due, most of all,
to H S constituents, who
re ponded by the thousands.
nfortunately, the
phants · safe transfer to
sanctuary is not yet certain.
The \llilwaukee County Zoo
and the American Association of Zoological Parks and
Aquaria
(AAZPA)
have
launched a major public-relations campaign denouncing
the move. The AAZPA's position apparently is that only
so-called zoo professionals
should determine the fate of
animals in publicly owned
zoos. The HSUS thinks Mr.
Ament, a public official, deserves praise for stepping in
to resolve the problem.
With your help, we hope
we can finally close this dark
chapter of elephant mismanagement.
0
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m the Rocky Mountains deserve the full protection of the
ESA.
Polls indicate that an overwhelming majority of the
American public supports wolf
reintroduction in Yellowstone.
The federal government should
do everything in its power to
assure the wolf's recovery.

REJECTING OUR proposal, the U.S. Department of
Agriculture (USDA) refused
to revamp its annual reports on
the use of animals in research.
The reports, the only official
annual profiles of animal research in the United States, are
issued as part of the USDA's
responsibilities under the Animal Welfare Act. In an administrative petition filed in October 1992, The HSUS characterized the existing reports as
uninformative and misleading
(see the Spring 1993 HSUS
News).
The HSUS proposed a
comprehensive new format
based on impressive reports
available in other countries.
For the first time in this country, the recommended format
would provide answers to
some of the most basic questions about animal research :
Where do these animals come

ANTIFUR CAMPAIGN

I

T

he HSUS's 1993- 94 antifur campaign debuted this I
fall with a new billboard and 1
a new advertisement, both 1
important additions to our familiar "Shame of Fur'' mes- ·
sage. Our new billboard de- l fur were slightly
picts an appealing fox family higher in 1992
accompanied by the slogan, j than in 1991,
"Your fur coat is a luxury our I overall sales of fur
family can't afford"; our new ' have declined in
advertisement makes the the past few years,
point that all animals deserve and fewer animals
humane treatment. This fall are being trappe-d
and winter, The HSUS's anti- and ranched for
fur messages are being dis- their fur. Worldplayed on telephone kiosks in wide. the number of
Manhattan and on billboards mink raised and killed on
in Los Angeles and other ma- ranche dropped 2 percent
jor cities across the United benveen 1992 and 1993. Fox
States.
ranching dropped b l perAlthough retail sales of 1 cent. Fewer animals are

I

from? What are they used for?
How much pain do they endure?
The HSUS will not let the
USDA's rejection of our proposal stand as the last word on
the subject. We shall be exploring various options in the
months ahead.

"CONTRACEPTION

m

Wildlife Management," a conference organized by the
USDA's Denver
---::::::::-~~~~~i~;~~;:;,;~~!!l!!:!::::::· Wildlife Research
~ - Center, brought to_.,......._._ _ ~71 I
gether for the first
-- ·
time scientists, animalprotection advocates, and representatives of state and federal
wildlife- and land-management
agencies to discuss the future
of wildlife contraception. The
HSUS cosponsored the conference, held October 26 to 28.
Standouts at the conference
were papers presented by

rrrv··
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HSC
on ultant Jay Kirkpatrick. Ph.D .. and his collaborators John Turner. Ph.D. , and
Irwin Liu. D.\:~1. Dr. Kirkpatrick and his colleagues
summarized si_x vears of data
gathered in efforts to apply immune omraception to wild
horses. \\-bite-tailed deer, and a
wide range of exotic zoo an imals. Tbeli research, which
has been supported by The
HS S. the Dodge Foundation,
the ·.s. Department of the Interior, and others, has so far
demonstrated that their immunocontraceptive
vaccine
(porcine zona pellucida) is an
effective, safe, and humane
method for reversibly blocking
fertility in wildlife.
In papers presented by John
Grandy, Ph.D., vice president,
Wildlife and Habitat Protection,
and Allen Rutberg, Ph.D., senior scientist, Wildlife and Habitat Protection, The HSUS em-

trapped each year in the United States, and trappers expect
the dedine to continue since
the demand for trapped fur
has plummeted.
0
phasized the great potential of
immunocontraception to help
solve conflicts between people
and wildlife and to prevent surplus reproduction by captive
and companion animals. Both
stressed that contracepti on
should only be used in cases of
serious conflicts between people and wildlife, where other
less manipulative methods have
proven unworkable.

AMERICA'S

CITY and
county officials have an up-todate resource to help them
solve frustrating animal-related local problems ranging
from pet overpopulation to rabies. It's a comprehensive report on local animal-care and
-control management authored
by The HSUS and published
by the International City/
County Management Association (ICMA), the professio nal
association of appointed ad3

ministrators serving local gm~ 
ernments.
The report is accompanied
by a model local animal ontrol
ordinance. Sample language
covers everything from requiring that adopted sbelt r animals
be sterilized to banning the
transport of un ured animals
in the back of pic --up uuc --~
To obtain copi - of th repon
and a model ordinan . - nd
(plus SLO shipping and handling ) to Tb H C .

AN EGGS-CITING eYent:
a sTand- g-room-only crowd
applauded Fr n h chef Gerard Pangaud at \\-ash ington,
D.Cs. \\oodward & Lothrop
depanmen ;:;rore as he demonstrated way to cook with eggs
laid by un aged hens. The
H C -ponsored the demonstration for the firs t national
Farm .-\nima ls Awareness
\\ ~ k. The eggs were produe d by uncaged French hens
on a \ 'i rginia farm that supplies eggs to the White House.
Chef Pangaud praised the fla\"Of of the eggs and explained
that. because yo lks and whites
from eggs laid by uncaged
hens are denser than those of
eggs laid by battery-caged

needed for recipes. While the
foo d was cooking, Dr. Michael
\V. Fox, HSU S vice president,
Farm Animals and Bioethics,
explained the differences in
the !iYes of conventionally
rai ed battery-caged hens and
uncaged hens.
If you are interested in arrangmg a local cooking
demonsh·ation to encourage
the use of eggs from uncaged
hens, please contact Alan Cohen, coordinator of The
HSUS 's Choosing a Humane
Diet effort.

KIND NEWS celebrates its
tenth anniversary this school
year. The monthly children 's
newspaper is published by the
National Association for Humane and Environn1ental Education (NAHEE), The HSUS 's
youth-education di v ision.
Since its inception KIND
(Kids In Nature's Defense)
News has seen its readership
grow from 30,000 to more
than 600,000 students nationwide. "KIND News is perhaps
the most widespread and visible form of humane education
in the country today," says
NAHEE executive director

hens, fewe r eggs :a~re~~_,;~~~,..... ~

1
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Using uncaged-hen eggs,
Chef Gerard Pangaud whips up an herb pie
H~irh creme Anglais at Woodward & Lothrop.
4

Karl Yeage1; a Hammonton. New Jersey, sign
this billboard to remind people that animals who
of disasters need our help. The billboard, donated
Outdoor Advertising, was located in Camden,
Mr. Yeager approached Classic Outdoor
donating space for the message after hearing
about the Midwest flood's animal victims. The
peared through October.

Patty Finch. "Our survey results indicate that it is also one
of the most effective. This
kind of success would not
have been possible without the
many individuals and organizati ons who have participated
in the Adopt-A-Teacher program."
You can bring KIND News
to an elementary-school classroom in your area. For information, write to NAHEE,
Adopt-A-Teacher Program,
PO Box 362, East Haddam,
CT 06423-0362.

NEW JERSEY'S excellent
spay/neuter program found itself in desperate need of funding in 1992. In early 1993 a
coalition including the HSUS
Mid-Atlantic Regional Office,
animal-welfare activists, veterinarians, shelter workers,
and breeders proposed the creation of a special New Jersey
automobile license plate to be
sold to dog and cat lovers.
Proceeds from the sales would
go directly to the state's
spay/neuter fund. The plate

will bear the words "I'm .
Animal Friendly."
Selling license plates to
fund a special program is not a
new idea in New Jersey- license-plate programs already
exist there and in several other
states to fund conservation and
wildlife projects. However,
this program is the first of its
kind to benefit dogs and cats.
Purchasers will pay $50 for
the license plate, of which $40
will go directly to the
spay/neuter fund. Plate owners
subsequently pay a $10 annual
fee to keep the plate.

IN SEPTEMBER the Florida Veterinary Medical Association (FVMA) honored HSUS
Southeast Regional Director
Laura Bevan with its Citizen
of the Year award. The
FVMA, which represents
1,800 veterinarians, recognized Ms. Bevan for her dedicated work assisting animals
in the aftermath of Hurricane
Andrew in 1992; her assistance at the scenes of other
disasters, including Hurricane
HSUS NEWS • Winter 1994

Hugo and the Midwest floods
of 1993; and her commitment
to helping animals through improving shelter conditions and
working to pass legislation.

THE HSUS and Paul
Mitchell Systems, makers of
professional hair-care products, are sponsoring an innovative public-service announcement now showing on two
thousand movie screens across
the country. In the brief piece,
the music of Enya accompanies images of animals, which
are juxtaposed with those of a
female swimmer to symbolize
the human-animal bond. The
anno uncement was produced
to inform audiences that The
HSUS protects more than
companion animals and to inspire them to help wildlife.
HSUS President Paul G. Irwin
attended a gala in Los Angeles
sponsored by Paul Mitchell

Systems to launch the run of
the announcement, which is
entitled "Ebudae."

HOW'S THIS for sport?
ln Oregon a trophy hunter releases a pack of hounds whose
collars are fitted with transmitters to pursue a bear or
cougar. Eventually, after relentless pursuit, the exhausted
prey climbs a tree to escape
the baying dogs. When the
dogs look up at the treed ani mal, their radio transmitters
emit a signal. The hunter fo llows the radio signal to its
source, then shoots the trapped
animal at point-blank range.
The HSUS is dedicated to
stopping this high-tech slaughter. We are enthusiastically
supporting a ban on hunting of
cougars with hounds in Oregon. The measure will also
ban bear baiting.
To place this measure on

(From left) The Big Blue Foundation 's Robert Strozer and Mark
McLaughlin, director ofphotography Pete Romano, model and actress Joanna Cleland, Paul Mitchell Systems ' John Paul Mitchell
De.Joria, actress Michelle Phillips, producer Linda Levine, photographer Bob Talbot, Loews Theaters' Pam Henning, and The
HSUS's Paul G. Irwin make up the team behind "Ebudae."
the November 1994 ballot, activists must gather the signatures of at least 67,000 registered voters in Oregon by
July 1. If you can help, please

contact The HSUS or the Oregon Bear and Cougar Coalition, Hawthorne Center, 4511
S.E. Hawthorne, Suite 204,
Portland, OR 97125.
•
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HSUS HELPS ANIMALS IN CALIFORNIA FIRES
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Mr. Sakach also visited ani-

T

he first reports.offires in
southern California in late
October triggered action by
The HSUS's West Coast Regional Office. Our staff was
soon in contact with humane
societies and animal-control
agencies in the affected areas.
Regional director Char Drennon monitored incoming reports and kept Frantz Dantzler, special projects director,
Investigations section, and
head of the HSUS. National
Disaster Response and Assessment Team, up-to-date. In
response to the ever-worsening situation, Mr. Dantzler
sent HSUS investigator Eric
Sakach to the scene.
Mr. Sakach helped Los
Angeles County animal-care
and -control officers search,

Eric Sakach examines destruction caused by massive fires.
block by block, through smoldering residential areas for
pets who had been separated
from their owners during the
Altadena fire. During the Old
Topanga conflagration, which

burned
from
Calabasas
through Topanga Canyon and
Malibu, he assisted with animal evacuations and searchand-rescue missions for horses
and other domestic animals.

mal shelters and temporary
stabling facilities, where efforts were undefW;ly to reunite
animals with their owners and
where pet food was being distributed. He contacted local
humane societies and animalcontrol agencies to assess
their emergency needs and assist when possible.
The fires burned more
than 200,000 acres and destroyed more than one thousand houses. The number of
domestic animals who perished and the toll on wildlife
will never be known. Many
more animals would have suffered or died had it not been
for the efforts of the animalcare professionals who responded to the crisis.
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}oiN Us AT EXPo '94!
ark your calendar now for The HSUS's Animal Care Ex ·9 ·.co be held March 16-19 in sunny San
Diego, California. The basic registration gives you ace s o social functions, special events, more than 25
and more than 100 exhibits. You can choose one o · 8......-:
·-long certificate courses. Expo '94 offers
;ou berrer value than any other trade show or conference aro
end in the registration form below to receive the early r
rration iscount, or calll-800-248-EXPO
: - more infom1ation. Early registrations will be entered in a
"ino for a free cruise on San Diego Bay. See
in an Diego!

M

REGISTRATIO

Fo~ f

Cost Per Person

.· one of these two registration boxes.

Total

$18

·marion (until January 15, 1994)
~

erti£cate Course (9 a.m.- 5 p.m., March 16) Select one.
o ·Directors Development
0 Euthanasia: The Human Factor
c .emicallmmobilization/Capture
0 Preventing/Coping \\ith Animal-Behavior Problems
0 Shelter Design from the Ground Up
~- e~ PLanning and Management

=" ' =
= -

$25
$60

Total Enclosed $._ __ _
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ __ __ ____

Addr~s

_ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___

- - - - - -- -- - - -- -- - - - - - - City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ State _ _ Zip _ _ _ __
~

ni:ation _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Phone

umber _ _ __ __

Fax Number _ _ __ __ _

Ia ·e chec · pa -able to HSUS Animal Care Expo '94. Return this form, with payment, to Expo '94, PO Box 3304, Crestline, CA 92325.

'
'
'
'
'

----------- -----.- - -------- -- ----- -- --- - ---- ---- -- --------- --- -- --- ---- --- - ---- - --- -- -- -- -------------- ----- -- -- --- ----------- - - ---- - -- -- -------------------------------- ---- -----------------.J
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There are many fine synthetic alternatives to down, including Dupont 's Mi crol oft<~<\ Dacron Hollofil II®, and Therm olite®. Synthetics provide warmth and are
less expensive, more durable, and washable; they do not com-

Winter jackets and gloves made with Micro-loft, one ofseveral alternatives to goose and
duck down, keep the wearer warm and guiltjree. Synthetics are less expensive and
more durable than down and are washable as well.

FARM ANIMALS

Just Say No to Down, Pate
Geese and ducks suffer to produce luxuries
any consumers associate ducks
and geese with luxury products
such as down-filled pillows and
winter clothing or liver pate. What most
consumers may not know is that many
birds suffer during the process of creating
such products and that humane alternatives exist.
According to the American Down Association, in 1992 the United States imported 13,055 tons of feathers and down,
worth more than $82 million. Sales offinished products were estimated to exceed
$ 1 billion. Generally down is a by-product
of the slaughter of ducks and geese for
meat, but, according to expert sources,
many producers in Hungary, China,
Poland, Romania- and allegedly France
and Israel- put birds through a painful

M
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cycle known as live-plucking.
Film footage shot by a European investigator shows that, when plucked, geese
are held upside down, legs tied together
and wings pinned back, as feathers and
down are ripped from their abdomen,
breast, and neck. Plucking appears to require considerable force- the birds
squawk and struggle vigorously until they
seem to be exhausted. They can strain and
tear muscles and tendons-even break
limbs-during the procedure. Once released some geese attempt to flee, others
have difficulty walking, still others appear
completely lame. After plucking, the
birds are more prone to cold stress. Experienced workers, called "rippers," can pull
out up to five ounces of goose down in
three to four minutes.

pact as much when
wet and dry out more quickly than does
down .
Hungary exported 25 tons of goose
feathers and down in 1990. According to
the Hungarian Feather Association, 60
percent of the down and 40 to 45 percent
of the feathers were from birds who were
live-plucked. The average pillow needs
about 1.5 pounds of down, which is
plucked from six-week-old geese.
The advocacy organization Beauty
Without Cruelty estimates that almost 25
percent of the geese raised on some farms
for their down are also put into pate production.
Various sources, including veterinaria11s, scientific articles, and news reports,
attest that the force-feeding methods used
to produce this fatty liver "delicacy" are
anything but delicate. A bird is held between a worker's legs and a twelve- to sixteen-inch tube is shoved down the bird 's
throat, making it difficult to breathe .
His/her head is restrained while he/she is
forced to ingest extraordinary amounts of
salted fatty mai ze that is crammed in via a
pressuri zed pump. Some producers affix
an elastic band around the bird 's neck to
prevent regurgitation. Force-feeding may
be repeated four times a day over a threeweek period.
Force-feeding distends the body: the
liver can swell to ten times its nom1al iz
7

ducks and geese.
Vegetable pates may be found in many
grocery stores. Consumers can ask clothing retailers and mail~order compan ies to
insist that their suppliers not use liveplucked down, or that they label products
that don't contain live-plucked dovvn.

(Some European retailers have done the
latter.)
Please help to spread the word that consumers don't need luxmy items that carry
such a high price tag in animal suffeting.David Kuemmerle, HSUS research associate, Farm Animals and Bioethics

MARINE MAMMALS

Amendments to MMPA Needed
Capture and incidental take lead list
n 1972 the U.S. Congress passed the
Marine Mammal Protection Act
(MMPA), a comprehensive law that
prohibits the hunting, killing, capturing,
or harassment of whales, dolphins, seals,
sea lions, manatees, sea otters, and polar
bears. The intent of the MMPA was to
protect such marine species from the increasing threat to their survival posed by
human activities. The MMPA specifically
recognized both the inherent value and the
vulnerability of these animals, and out-

I

Jawed taking them except under special
circumstances.
The MMPA is being reauthorized this
year. After more than twenty years of only
mixed success in improving the plight of
marine mammals, the MMPA is under assault from many special-interest groupscommercial fisheries, marine parks, aquaria, and others- that want to weaken the
act. In arguing that current MMPA protections are no longer necessary, these groups
deliberately ignore the continued serious

Visitors enjoy the antics of beluga whales held in a North American aquarium. The
HSUS is opposed to the capture of wild marine mammals, especially whales and dolphins, for display in marine parks and aquaria.
8
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jor issue involves com- :. According to U.S. gov:es. almost 100,000 rnaki lled or injured each
_..= ::o:nmercial fishing opera~e is termed incidental
- __ IPA.) Ylany marine mam'" tangled in nets and
_ ~~~ are injured by hooks
- ~- suffer terribly slow and
-- ::El their necks or snouts
• _ :-:,"hing debris, which pre- _- · · g and feeding. Up to
'" still be drowned in
-~ around the world, de"-- · proved fishing meth_..,..._,..,~""-~ in runa fishing directly
:::;::::':I~ -- :~ numbers are horrifY::·
· must be amended

- :-'.zed five years ago,
re exempted from
a the government
· r of marine-mamfish eries and then
-~------ •...=.~"- --.:: Lllations . ow the
- that the govern_gerated, and the
g binding reg-

-=

o the MMPA
e the law re-

An orca, or killer whale, puts on a show at a Florida attraction. Capturing a marine
mammal violently disrupts the animals social group.
containing enforceable provisions which
will ensure that, as required by the MMPA,
the number of marine mammals killed
each year decreases to a level approaching
zero. In addition, the bill should provide
for research into developing fishing gear
that reduces debris and entanglements. Finally, the bill should unconditionally prohibit the shooting of seals or sea lions under the pretense of protecting catch or gear.
Commercial fisheries must begin to realize that their actions are ultimately selfdefeating. As the killing of marine mammals irreparably damages the ecosystem,
the fish on which the fisheries depend
will disappear.
A second issue that should be addressed by amendments to the MMPA involves the public display of marine mammals. The HSUS and the MMPC are opposed to the capture of wild marine mammals, especially whales and dolphins, for
marine parks and aquaria.* We know that
capturing a marine mammal violently disrupts that mammal 's social group. Dolphins are commonly captured by being
chased to exhaustion by motorboats, lassoed with a neck hoop, and hauled
aboard- they are confused and traumatized. Belugas in Canada, false killer
whales in Japan, and dolphins off U.S .
coastal waters are all still captured routinely by U.S. marine parks and aquaria.

Such treatment cannot be justified in the
name of profit or entertainment, or even
education.
We seek other amendments to the
MMPA, including prohibitions on direct
contact between marine mammals and the
public, through swim-with-the-dolphin
programs, petting pools, and feeding stations. Dolphins have injured people in
these interactions and are needlessly exposed to stress and disease. The HSUS
believes that direct-contact programs are
purely exploitative.
The HSUS and the MMPC seek
MMPA prohibitions against invasive and
lethal research on marine mammals unless directly beneficial to the species. Marine mammals currently undergo too
much research that does not contribute to
the conservation or health of the animals
themselves.
The HSUS and the MMPC will continue their intense lobbying efforts for these
amendments in 1994. With enough perseverance and dedication, The HSUS will
overcome the efforts of commercial interests that seek to overturn the safeguards of
the MMPA.-Naomi A. Rose, Ph.D. ,
HSUS marine mammal scientist, Wildlife
and Habitat Protection
*The John G . Shedd Aquarium in Chi cago recentlY a;>tured three Pacific white-sided dolphins off be 02.>:
of California ; The HSUS and others seek their release
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HS S Asks: "Pass Alaska By''
Inn·n urges boycott to stop ((wolf control

~

· en - not to vacation in Alaska
stare stops its so-called wolf!
and ends the cruel prac0 \\11
same-day airborne hunting
o-·woh -.
l. January 1993 Governor Walter J.
H i~: ·e l promised that no wolf control
wo ld ·e place in 1993, after the threat
o- a ourism boycott led the state to cancel
an earli er wolf-control plan and call a
"wolf summit" in Fairbanks. Neverthe1 --. on October 1 Alaska launched a plan
to -·11 up to three-quarters of a population
of _00 wo lves living south of Fairbanks.
Also, trappers now can legally use airplanes to locate wolves anywhere in Alaska. then land their planes and shoot the
an imal s. Many believe that the legalizati on of this practice, same-day airborne
hunting, invites abuses: previous experiences with same-day airborne hunting
suggest that some wolves will probably be
- h3_·

JJ

shot from the air or chased ro exha on
by airborne hunters, who will then land and
start shooting. State agents plan o onrinue the killing through April of thi year.
Mr. Irwin initiated the H L' ouri5Ill
boycott after the state fail ed 10 respond ro
tens of thousands of letter . phone all .
telegrams, and postcards from our m mbers protesting the wolf ki ll. \\·e haw al ready contacted more than fifty busin --es involved in Alaskan touri m and urg
them to use their influence 10 help reserve the wildlife on which their li,-elihoods depend.
You can help by telling GoYemor
Hickel you won't come to Alas· . PI call 1- 800- 854-4747 to send a
iaJ
"boycott" mailgram. (Western Cnion \\ill
bill you $6.95 for the mailgram.) Th hun
will continue until the end of .-\pril unJ -we can persuade the gowrnor ro caJI i
off.-Allen T Rutberg, Ph.D.. H CS enior scientist, Wildlife and HabifQT Protection

Hoh·e_ gar her 1mrily along snowy woods. Since no expression ofpublic outrage has persuaded .·lla ka s officials to treat its wildlife decently, a tourism boycott is the next step.
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COMPANION ANIMALS

Moving Toward a New Ethic
Breeding moratorium elicits praise, concern

T

he war against homeless pets is being lost, and our leaders refuse to
acknowledge the situation. History
is rife with examples of generals who
refuse to accept different strategies or acknowledge a poor tactical position and are
swept away by the overwhelming force of
the opposition. Make no mistake, we are in
a war of pet ove1population. Every day
there are tens of thousands of casualties.David Donahue, Chow Welfare League, in
a letter challenging the American Kennel
Club's [AKC] op 'osition to The HSUS's
call for a voluntacy moratorium.
The time hasl ome when it is no longer
acceptable to casually breed a dog or
'¥!a&at. Just as smoking, driving while
sees intoxicated, or taking illegal drugs
has become taboo in
our society,
so has having
litters of puppies and kittens.-Meredith S. Fie!, The
Post · Star Newspaper, Glen Falls,
New York.
On one Saturday in the nation's
capital, the Washington Post classified
ads carried advertisements for 123 litters of
purebred puppies. Siberian Huskies, Labrador Retrievers, Rottweilers, Dalmatians, Akitas, and Chow Chows
headed the list.
In the same pages,
local animal~J?rotec:_tion agen1
cie~ :,ylace<;l advertisements for allimals
available from their shelters: "Plirebred:
HusJ<( , ~Brittany Spaniel, Cocker Spaniel,

Rottweiler. Mixed: Shepherd, Lab, Husky.
Terrier, Chow."
In 1992 more than ten thousand dog
and cats came through the doors of just
one often animal shelters in the metropolitan Washington, D.C., area; more than
eight thousand of them were euthanatized.
In virtually every city in the United
States, the story is the same. Many people
acknowledge that pet overpopulation exists and that it is a tragic problem. What
too many fail to do, however, is make the
connection between their one animal or
litter and the animals that end up discarded-those who will live miserable lives as
strays and those who will be euthanatized
in shelters. Many cannot bear to accept
that they, too, have helped create the problems plaguing dogs and cats, touted for
centuries as our best friends.
Our best friends have been betrayed.
On March 18, 1993, The HSUS spoke
up for those animals when we called for a
temporary, voluntary moratorium on the
breeding of dogs and cats (see the Summer 1993 HSUS News). It was no small
decision on the part of this organization,
and it came after more than two years of
intense discussions and meetings. For the
first time in its history, The HSUS challenged everyone to do more.
Responses to the call for a moratorium
came in large numbers from pet owners,
breeders, the media, the general public,
and HSUS members. The vast majority of
the comments we have received have been
positive and supportive. A temporary halt
to breeding is viewed as one of the simplest, most direct ways to reduce the surplus of dogs and cats. The November
1993 issue of Cat Fancy magazine noted
that readers supported the HSUS calJ for a
voluntary moratorium by a two to one
margin. Said a woman from New York: "l
strongly agree with the idea of a year-long
11
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moratorium on cat breeding. We are all
morally obligated to do something about
the horrible ramifications of cat and dog
o,·erpopulation." Another magazine respondent wrote: "We know breeding
do n ·t help solve the overpopulation
roble m, so it is only logical that a moratoriwn would do some good. If breeders
rea lly love cats, as they say, they would
care about all cats, purebred or not."
Editmials and articles proliferated
across the country. An editorial from the
Raleigh (North Carolina) Observer stated:
"It 's about time someone tried harder to
confront the problem: of unwanted pets.
Those who care for animals would gladly
abide by the ban." A Fitchburg, Massachusetts, Sentinel-Enterprise editorial recogni zed the need for better solutions: There
are about ten thousand people born in this
countly each day, compared to seventy
thousand new puppies and kittens born in
the same time period. Unwanted animals
either end up on the streets or in pet shelters. where they await new owners. It
doesn 't take a genius to see that something
is amiss here. The Humane Society's plan
is a bold one. We believe that [it is} going
in the right direction.
These comments are not surprising.
Because of widespread publicity over the
l se,·eral years, mo~epeople are becoming aware of the problem and are taking
ponsibi lity for finding a solution. In a
199_ -ur,-ey commissioned by The
H C . 77 percent of the respondents said
eir ca were spayed or neutered; 53%
: · th ir dogs were sterilized.
Th writer of a New York newspaper
a.-:izt ~ tided "Taking a Tough Stand
.,::' - >t Animal Surplus," reflected on ef- lve pet overpopulation: !look at
'I ,_ connact al [Adirondack Save a
rr:I)} and reali~e we have spayed or
t?Ted a; leas£ si.-r thousand animals in
y ears and feel, surely, we
e a dent in the problem, yet pupa· i .ens are still a monumental
nrrL;,J.r>m_ . _ • An all-ow \\'ar has to be
- ·o encouroae responsible pet ownen .1_
companion animals. A national
cam ign is rhe only ,,·ay.
So many limes one of the excuses for
breedina a pet is, "Oh, lillie Jane and
Sam wamed lO ee puppies being born, so

-: ·mu
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we thought we'd have jus£ one liner:..
Would these same pet owners be nil/ina w
take little Jane and Sam to see The puppie
that they couldn 't place in homes be pw w
death? She/ties [Shetland Sheep Dogs]
turn up in shelters everv day. Do you
know that one of these isn t ow o -a bi;c/;
that you sold to Jane and Sam 5 pa
two years ago? Do you reali::.e hoi'.· many
backyard breeders are OUt There? They re
selling their puppies to an) ·one thm comes
along, some even to pet S£0!1 . Hm1·
would you like to go into a pel swre some
day and inquire about the laTe I swc'- _
Shelties, only to find out thaT maybe. j uSi
maybe, a popular dog, or even one cfrour
dogs, was in the pedigree? fTa e up people! We 're part of this pmblem.- -r ·Time Somebody Cared," by andi train..
Sheltie Pacesetter, May 1993.
Too m~ny people are breeding !heir
animals: the AKC boasted record numbers ofpurebred registrations-more dian
1.5 million dogs, and 500,000 Line . registered- in 1992. Dog and cat reed...
afe going public about the problem. _ !any
breeders know of the problems associared
with irresponsible breeding. orne OI
them DO make the connection between
one of their litters and the problem o
overpopulation.
Connie Sebastian wrote to The HSC :
I am a breeder of Gordon Seners and
Border Terriers. I supp011 the one rear
ban . ... It will only work ].ViTh The wholehearted support of the AKC. I am mmre
that for one year I would have no liners. I
could have no litters for many years and
survive. For one year no puppies would
be shown in puppy classes . .. . rhe [bred
by} exhibitor entries IWuld decrea e,
novice/twelve-eighteen [monrhs ofage entries] may decrease, puppv stakes would
decrease-and dog show/.fieldfolks ~rould
survive that, too. The fan cy 'muld not suf
fer from one year. Th ey would not like it,
but they would survive.
In its own way, the AKC has helped
create the problem by its repeated refusal
to "become involved " with the puppy
mills and irresponsible "quantity " breeders who make their living at the expense
of poor overbred, usually poor quality,
bitches who happen to be AKC registered
and bred to another AKC-registered ani-

mal. Go in any puppy ,stt!f.; and look at
rhe [poor animals} .iltat come equipped
n·idl ...I.KC registrations and are advertised
as aood breed representations. True, the
AKC i nor a regulatory agency and does
no wanr TO become involved with decidina what puppies it will and will not regiscer. But if not for the betterment of purebred dogs, why does theAKC exist? And
doesn ( betterment include responsibility
10 make some effort to control both quali1)' and number? [Your} suggestion is
aood one-if you can get the AKC to
Slmllow hard for the good of many and
come down off its pedestal of righteousness. If you can't raise the consciousness
/ere! of the masses, you have to start with
che conscientious breeders. ...
The president of a Golden Retriever
Club \\TOte in the club's newsletter:
Recently, The Humane Society of the
L'niced States campaigned for a voluntary
one-year ban on dog and cat breeding.
_ (m; it doesn't take an "Einstein" to figure out why they attempt such actions.
HourlJ; approximately 2,000 dogs are
bam in the USA-doesn't sound like
much? How about 48,000 a day, 336,000
a week-need I continue? With an existing population of 54 million, the growth is
astronomical. While I'm discussing numbers, as a result of this overpopulation
pmblem . .. millions of dogs will be euthan[at}ized. The throwaway mentality
snikes again . ... You ask me, What has
that got to do with me? Did you breed

""

a

I
yaur dog, on purpMe or oL dent/y, in the
last two years? Why did you breed? Of the
litters you were responsible for, how many
dogs are still in good hof es? Or do you
even !mow? What if, for every puppy you
brought into this world ou had to watch
an equal number of healthy young dogs
euthan[at}ized? rte doJ 't even like to visualize any dog being euthan[at}ized, but
we can 't hide our heads in the sand. If we
are going to produce ~rlore and more dogs,
then we must take resP.bnsibility. What I'm
getting at is that we dbn 't have to sit back
and blame the entire ~opulation explosion
on puppy mills and backyard breeders.
Some who no lop ger breed but who
"rescue" purebreds ,from animal shelters
for placement, fed the problem more
acutely. David Don~ue believes that "the
proposed ban on ftet breeding is timely
and correct." In re~onse to opposition to
the voluntary modttorium articulated by
AKCs president, /John Ward, Mr. Donahue writes:
Mr. Ward has lost touch with the real
world of shelters and abandoned dogs.
He should spend every Saturday with
someone like me, touring shelters and
evaluating dogs for rescue. At least eight

I

1

members of our 01gani::alion areroge ren
to .fifteen hours per 11·ee · on dog r cue
and owner suppon. In 1he las; 1hree
years, dump and abandonmen calls 10
our group have increased phenomena/h.·.
In the last year, our g roup roo calls on
over 600 purebred Cho11· Chm1-s and
managed to save less I han 1- _-. Li.'- mosr
issues today, this one reroln?s around
money .. .. A one-year 11 on reedina
would mean a subswmial reduction in
AKC income. Th e AKC receives and
spends money to mainrain an emrenched
bureaucracy and the Human Socief)·
and shelters spend comri '!I ·o - or urrpayers' money to reduce he m ·erpopulation of p ets. A one-rear ban on breedina
is the least costly and qui :e5' " . _ · _ or
the shelters and rescue tzTU!IfJS ·o gain
ground on the pet problem.
Not surprising! , b
to us opposing the , -oluntary oraroriurn.
With rare exception. breeders
edged that there was a pro '!?Pl.. ·
breeders contribute ro if. Ec h
he/she is different from
_
One breeder wrote Ca1 Fan0-. -I
being lumped with peo
profit and don't care if
spring go on to produ
Another breeder who ' TO
direct: "Why are you . . .
on
me your enemy by continually 1
me into the same category "ith
py
millers, backyard breeders. an pe-;:-sbop
owners?"

--

A dog breeder wrote to us that he was
··very disturbed that [The HSUS] is calling for an all-inclusive ban on breeding
with no concern for the responsible breeder." He added: "I do agree that a ban is
necessary. There are too many irresponsible. in-it-for-the-money breeders out
there. This includes well-known pet ·stores
who do not follow breed standard and the
animals are in ill health. This type of
breeder cares nothing about the welfare of
the animal and should not be in existence."
:\1any breeders, while acknowledging
the problem, felt that a voluntary moratorium ' ·punishes responsible breeders" and
does nothing to stop irresponsible breeding. They do not see themselves as part of
the problem. In a letter written to The
HSUS and published in the AKC Gazette,
Judith Brown writes: "What should, in
fact, concern you are the deplorable puppy mills and indiscriminate breeding by
Joe Publics, who are ignorant or simply
don't care about the welfare of animals."
Looking at the classified ads, it is virtually impossible to distinguish "responsibly
bred" animals from those who would be
considered "backyard" or irresponsibly
bred, or even from those bred at puppy or
kitten mills. To quote from the AKC's Policies and Guidelines for Registration Matters: "There is a widely held belief that
'AKC' or 'AKC papers' and quality are one
and the same. This is not the case. A registration certificate ... in no way indicates
the quality or state ofhealth of the dog."
Anyone that is even remotely related to
the pet industry cannot deny that . . . a
massive problem exists. It's only
those individuals that are in [breeding] purely for profit that refuse to
make decisions based on the best interest of all that are impacted. . . . It
goes beyond being "responsible pet
owners" to ... being "responsible citizens." rte must make the tough decisions that are in the animals ' best interest.-Susie Gibbs, Smyth County
Humane Society, Marion, Virginia.
We welcome your comments about
the voluntary moratorium. If you are a
purebred-animal breeder or potential
purchaser who has observed the moratorium, we would particularly like to hear
from you.
•
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pproximately two weeks ago, I returned from Moscow, cutting short a trip that
was to have taken me and my colleagues to Novosibirsk, Siberia, and from there
on to world-renowned Lake Baikal. Our unanticipated early departure was occasioned by the very unstable political situation resulting from President Boris
Yeltsin 's dissolution of the Russian Parliament.
Russia, as we all know, is a country in great turmoil. The basis of that turmoil is both a government and a political system that for the past three-quarters of a century have incarcerated the spirit and vitality of the great peoples of that land.
Tn preparing for this trip, I came across a newspaper article from Europe wtitten
by a reporter named Vitali Vita lieu. Tn his article Mr. Vitalieu seeks to explain why both
the people and animals of Russia are victims of the totalitarianism that was the Soviet
Union.
In one incident from the 1980s he reports how some top bureaucrats from the Ukrainian
city ofKharkov were keen on hunting, but there was no real game in the vicinity, just ducks
and hares . So they telephoned the local circus and demanded some tame bears to hunt. The
bears were driven into the forest where the valiant hunters were already waiting with their
rifles loaded. The poor animals were let out of the cage, but, being tame, they didn't try to
escape, just stayed by the circus van as the "hunters" started shooting them on the spot.
When all the bears were dead, the drunk and laughing bureaucrats photographed one another with their "trophies" and feasted upon bear livers.
In commenting upon this outrageous event, Mr. Vitalieu writes: "There's a considerable
devaluation of suffering in our modem world. We are getting used to daily reports from
war zones citing the numbers of the killed and the maimed. It 's easier this way."
Mr. Vita lieu then goes on to describe a film in which Witold Starecki, a Polish film director, tries to provide an answer. Entitled Dog Eat Dog, the film, on the surface, deals
with the cruel treatment of animals in post-perestroika Russia.
The film was prompted by an article on the thriving business of smuggling turtles from
Ka7akhstan [a former Soviet republic] to Warsaw [Poland]. Mr. Starecki undertook a yearlong investigation in Russia, mixing with shadowy animal smugglers, black-marketeers,
and dogcatchers.
Tn the film there are neither voice-overs nor conunentaries. "We are left face to face
with the ongoing tragedy of the post-perestroika Soviet Union," Mr. Vitalieu writes,
"where both people and animals are victims. I was struck by the faded, expressionless eyes
of the animal traders, eyes where no trace of human feeling could be detected. The eyes of
the victims were much warmer and, amazingly, much more human ."
"Animals turned human . Humans turned animal. ... I want to show that all these people are doomed," says Mr. Starecki . "I am not trying to force anything on the viewer; I hate
messages. I just wanted to say that our awakening from the conununist nightmare will begin at the moment when, instead of hitting dogs on the head, we shall start stroking them
... Tam not calling for revenge, but for compassion."
'The conclusion is obvious," writes Mr. Vita lieu: "A system incapable of compassion
for our ' younger brothers ' (that was how the Russian poet Sergei Yesenin called animals)
will stop at nothing. It will unhesitatingly send young untrained recruits to die in
HSUS NEWS • Winter 1994

"Our awakening
_ --::· To animals, but who
-..
it ' 'ill end or what

... will begin ...

he Humane Society
of the United States
(H SUS), through
Humane Society International (HSI)
and EarthKind, our
~ "'2., em ironmental arm, is
g tO respond to this tragic
~ ,.; ~ rate hunger for ames:: .:~ of hope and liberation, a
g that not only promotes
.! .:ompassion toward our
-:L"!lllger brothers," but one that
~-i : - and encourages a con::-em fo r humanity as well.
Through materials created by
:ie HSUS youth-education division. the National Association
;or Humane and Environmental
Education (NAHEE), and a new
rogram soon to be launched by
H I and EarthK.ind with the assi ranee of HSUS board member
Judi Friedman and her husband,
Lou. we shall actively be promoting a program of humane eduation in several areas of the former Soviet Union. Small though
th is effort will be when contrasted with the enormous need, it
nonetheless marks the beginning of our response to the desperate call for help articulated by reporters like Vitali Vitalieu and
filmmakers like Witold Starecki. "Our awakening ... will begin
. .. when, instead of hitting dogs on the head, we shall start
stroking them."
The title of my address this morning, "Keeping the Human
Spirit Alive," was inspired by Vitalieu's article; for in it I was
helped to see, perhaps more clearly than ever before, how utterly
despairing and destitute humanity can become when it loses or
abandons a fundamental commitment to the alleviation of suffering, no matter where or how it occurs.
The HSUS has been criticized many times over for directing
its activities and resources to issues involving animal suffering
when the world is faced with untold human misery, abandonment, and suffering on a scale perhaps unparalleled in history, at
least in a numerical sense. "How can it be," I am asked, "that you
care more about animals than humans, more about reducing the
overpopulation of cats and dogs than reducing the ever-growing
population of humans?" The answer, of course, is that these issues are not mutually exclusive, and to focus one's efforts and attention in one area is not to deny the importance of the other.
Most of us, I am sure, give generously to organizations and agencies that address human diseases, hunger, and suffering. Perhaps
some of you also volunteer your time to work for such agencies.
But those who ask such questions, especially when they do
so in a judgmental or censorious manner, clearly miss the point.
Whether it is the suffering of a starving child or a starving calf,
suffering is suffering, and its victim cannot be ignored. Whether

when, instead of

it is a man or woman injuree :__
flying mortar shells or an ammal butchered for its tusks. o;:horn, or fur, the pain of uffering is as real for the one a for
the other. But it is not finallY
the victims of suffering who
must be confronted and healed
I submit, but rather its perpetrators.

he fundamental
essence of animal
protection is not fi nally the preservation of species, or
even the relief of
suffering. It is, rather, 1 beli eve.
the preservation and perpetuation of an ethic that refuses to
pennit human-inflicted suffering to become either operative
or nonnative, whether its victims are animals or humans.
I submit that it is our insensitivity to the world around us
that portends the environmental
chaos that daily seems more
real than imagined. And I submit that, until we are unwilling
to take suffering for granted,
we shall capture neither the vision nor the will to make right a world we have set on the way
to destruction.
There are, however, a few hopeful signs on the horizon.
There is, for example, now taking shape a new initiative
launched by thirty or more eminent biologists, philosophers, and
writers to create what amounts to a citizens' charter for chimpanzees. Brainchild of philosopher and founder of the modern
animal-liberation movement Peter Singer, this campaign is
premised on the awakening understanding that chimpanzees and
other great apes are so emotionally and intellectually similar to
humans that the moral boundary we draw between them and
ourselves is no longer defensible.
"Proponents of the project," writes Gail Vines in the New
Scientist Journal (June 5, 1993), "argue that great apes should
be granted the right to life, liberty, and freedom from torture.
Their declaration states that it is wrong to 'imprison' great apes
without due legal process, kill them, or cause them severe pain."
"Indeed, great apes must be regarded as 'persons' rather than
property under law," argues Gary Francione, a leading animalrights lawyer and professor at Rutgers University in New Jersey.
"As with young or intellectually retarded humans," he says,
"guardians must safeguard the interests and rights of apes and
plead their case in courts oflaw if need be."
It is indeed encouraging that there is beginning to take shape.
within a few moral, legal, and intellectual centers, the notion that
the time has come to remove the moral boundary between humans and certain other highly developed species of animals. Certainly the great apes are a logical starting point. But this kind of
"more like us" argument for extending to a particular spe i s
certain moral considerations both scares me and excite· m or
reasons I will discuss momentarily. Whatever its long- erm r2..T.:-

hitting dogs on

- -=-

the head, we
shall start

stroking them."
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fication s and consequences, we
can rest assured that this movement will be opposed vigorously by those who see the continued utilization of these animals
for research. entertainment. and
"spare parts·· as both necessary
and appropriate.
··Ronald ~ adler of the
Yerkes Center has tudied great
apes both in the ''ild and in
captiYity and sees norhing
\Hong in keeping them in either
zoos or re-earch institutes," reports Ms. Vines . "He thinks that
Jane Goodall's campaigns to
improve conditions of chimpanzees held in laboratories and
zoos are pointless. Goodall has,
he argues, ' exaggerated the intellectual nature of the animal
and also exaggerated the negative aspect of conditions in
which we keep them.' "
I am delighted and encouraged to see The Great Ape Project being advanced by such persons as Peter Singer. For it will
take the combined efforts of
both animal protectors and persons such as these to make operative the conviction that the
currently held distinction between ourselves and our biological
cousins, the great apes, is no longer defensible.
The animal-protection movement needs, and should welcome
with enthusiasm, this kind of initiative. It has, I am convinced,
the potential to penetrate a barrier that circumscribes the entirety of the nonhuman animal kingdom. It is an initiative that, if
successful, could then be extended to other species less like ourselves and, perhaps ultimately, deeper and deeper into the hierarchy of animal species as we now view them. It is, however, an
initiative that must be regarded as only a beginning, not a conclusion.
There is, of course, great danger in establishing moral rights
for those species of animals most like ourselves, for by implication it could then be argued that all others are less worthy of a
similar consideration. And that conclusion could, I fear, compromise the assertion just made that the essence of animal protection is the establishment of an ethic that refuses to permit the
human-inflicted suffering of any creature to become either operative or normative, no matter how great or how small that creature · s intellectual or emotional capacity.

Whether it is the
suffering of a

starving child or a
starving calf, suf-

lerive Foundation, whose patrons are Prince Sadruddin Aga
Khan and Princess Catherine,
The HSUS and HST have
launched "Into the Blue," a project to protect whales, dolphins,
and the environment.
The ultimate objective of"lnto the Blue" is to persuade the
hwnan species that it is not right
to slaughter, capture, or imprison great creatures such as
these and, through the development of a training-and-release
center- which we hope will be
in the Turks and Caicos Islands- to return many of these
mammals to their ocean homes.

fering is suffering

onsider the majestic
elephants of Asia
and Africa, the latter faced with the
real threat of extinction if the fragile ban on the sale of ivory
shou ld soon be lifted. Recently
David Wills, vice president, Investigations, for The HSUS and
HS I, retumed from a five-week
undercover investigation into the
current wildlife crisis in Africa.
r; : l - ;ale of corruption and manipulation of
eamr - for short-term profit and plunder that
will bene I
- \. ind.i,iduals who see the worth of an animal in
terms of
\a.l
Da,id "ith me a story about tracking a female elephan
ly thirty . ears old who had a young calf She
had an old woun on her leg. perhaps the consequence of a
poacher·;; snare. that caused her constantly to fall behind the
herd - i '\ - d.iffi ult for her to keep pace with the group. Desen mg · o er· relationship with her young, David talked
of the o -.an rou hing. the low rwnbling of voice that would
reas ure th~ lf when some sound or movement would startle
h in fascination as this mother would pull a
own \\·ith her trunk and hold it low to the ground
ould enjoy the delicate and tender leaves that grow
on the tree o s.
Da,id then went on to describe his despair and sorrow when
three days later he came upon the bullet-ridden carcass of this
same mother. dead in the forest- her face now disfigured
,,·here poa hers had cut away her ivory, her calf nowhere to be
found . The death of the mother would certainly assure the death
of the alf. "·ho would quickly fall prey to lions or hyenas-all
thi for f\YO pieces of white ivory that some people prize as
carwd figurines to be placed on a mantel. As heart-wrenching
as th.i tory is, the greater tragedy lies in the knowledge that as
long as this rype of horror continues, the human species is further diminished and the human spirit is ethically on the verge of
bankruptcy.
··I just wanted to say," writes Witold Starecki, "that our awakening .. . . will begin at the moment when instead of hitting dogs
on the head, we shall start stroking them." So be it!
•

and its victim can·
not be ignored.

think, for example, of the magnificent sea mammals,
who, though not nearly as like us as the great apes, are
nonetheless creatures whose capacity for suffering is profo und. In this regard, the release this [past] summer of the
motion picture Free Willy has served to rekindle the debate over whether or not these highly intelligent social
animal should be wrenched from their family pods and held in
apti,·i ry- sentenced to a quality of life that is greatly dimi nished from their free-living existence in the wild.
I am pleased to announce that, in partnership with The Bel16
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Deadline for Survival:
Protecting Wddlife Now
An impressive .roster of speakers at the HSUS
symposium, held in Washington, D.C., October 8 and 9
addressed from varying perspectives the urgent need to
develop practical, humane approaches to wildlife stewardship in this country and abroad.
Cunwt research and initiative to prot t wildlife and
wildlands, including threats to so-called nuisance p · ·
efforts to halt international animal exploitation; and the
introduction of an HSUS program to acquire selected lands
as wildlife sanctuaries, were ably presented by expert panelists. Members of an unusually knowledgeable audience
provided counterpoint to the discussion.
Keynote speaker Thomas Lovejoy, Ph.D., assistant
secretary for external affairs at the Smithsonian Institution,
described efforts to undertake a biological survey at the
federal level, and HSUS Chief Executive John A. Hoyt
delivered an inspired address entitled "Keeping the Human
Spirit Alive" (excerpts from which appear on page 14).
In a dramatic slide presentation on Friday, October 9,
Joseph Wood Krutch medalists Delia Owens, Ph.D.,

1

and Mark Owens, Ph.D., recounted to a fascinated audience
the history of their battle to save African elephants in
Zambia's North Luangwa Valley.
Vice President Albert Gore, Jr., was awarded the James
Herriot Award in absentia at Saturday's awards banquet.
At the same venue, the Owenses were eloquent recipients of
the coveted Krutch medal.

SYMPOSIUM
AND ANNUAL
MEMBERSHIP
MEETING

The HSUS's Patricia Forkan
(far left) and John W. Grandy,
Ph.D. (far right) greet Friday's panelists Mark
McLaughlin of the Big Blue
Foundation (second from
left), Renee Askins of the
Wolf Fund, and Dick Randall, former trapper.

HSUS Chief Executive John
A. Hoyt offers a cordial welcome to a young symposium
attendee during a break in
Friday's schedule of events.

HSUS Mid-Atlantic Regional
Director Nina Anstenherg
~eft) accompanied by her
husband, Ken, offers advice
to symposium participants.

Left: The HSUS's Teresa
Teleky discusses rhinos with
Kenya's Esmond Bradler
Martin, Ph.D. Right: The
HSUS's David Wills makes a
point to bemused attendee
Tina Nelson.

At Saturday's banquet,

Mr. Hoyt holds aloft the
magnificent sculpture,
designed by Boehm
Porcelain, destined for
James Herriot award
winner Vice President
Albert Gore, Jr.

Keynote speaker Thomas
Lovejoy, Ph.D., ~eft) is escorted from the podium by
HSUS Chairman of the Board
K. William Wiseman (center)
and President Paul G. Irwin.
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On to "The Hub of the Universe"
This year's national conference will be held
at the Boston Park Plaza Hotel & Towers
October 12 to 15. We look forward to wei-

coming you to picturesque, historic Boston,
a birthplace of the U.S. animal-protection
moYement Look for details on the conference in the Spring HSUS News.

Ms. Forkan peruses books
offered at the HS1..iS ~larketplace." Attendees could also
buy novelties, apparel, and
calendars with animal-protection themes.
Mark Owens, Ph.D., and
Delia Owens, Ph.D., authors
of Eye of the Elephant, share
the 1998 Joseph Wood
Krutch medal, which was
awarded in recognition of
their work protecting lions,
hyenas, and elephants in
Botswana and Zambia.

~-----"-

Grim evidence of exploitation, hides and other animal
"products" are the focus of a
symposium exhibit on
wildlife contraband.

Mr. Irwin, author Ann Cottrell
Free, and activist Henry Spira
discuss events of the day.

HSIZIMBABWE

THE LAST
UNICORN
The last unicorn is dying He is not the tion, had underscored for me the critical ·
unicorn of ancient legend; this unicorn is nature of this trip when he explained the .
real. He resembles a creature part prehis- political situation at the Convention on
roric, part modern. No one really com- International Trade on Endangered
prehends the subtleties of this animal. He Species of · Wild Fauna and - Flora
is the African rhinoceros, the huge, gen~ "(CITES), tbe impetus for this investigatie, social, white rhino, and his smaller tion. "We believe at the CITES meeting
cousin, the , more aggressive, solitary in ]994 [to be held in the United States] a
black. When the last rhino in the wild ·major initiative put forth by so-called ·
dies, we will have witnessed the unthink- range countries will attempt to lift not onable, the toss of a species during this era ly the ban on the sale of elephant ivory
of modern conservatiqn and environmen- but will also possibly seek .a one-time exta l sensitivity - David K. Wills , "The emption on the sale of current stockpiles
Last Unicorn" ·
_.. ·
·of rhino hom."
·
When the ban went into effect in '1990
n May 1993 The HSUS launcht;:d an we'- knew that ·those individuals who
investigation _into the continued deci- perennially argue that wildlife must "pay
. mation of the rhinoceros and elephant its way," even if the currency is death; bein Zimbabwe and Zambia. The HSUS, lieved that the bim would be temporary
a longtime opponent . of the · sale of They have continued killing elephants
ivory and rhino hom, has led the . fight and stockpiling ivory. In 1991 I wi messed
against any relaxing of the prohibitions firsthand th~ devastation that p9aching
on the trade in ivory, rhino horn, and oth- and goveriunent-culling operations wreaked
er wildlife. product-s. This investigation on elephant populations in Zimbabwe,
came back with incontestable evidence Zambia, and Botswana. In 1993 we ob~
that the extinction of the rhitained documents . that
showed that elephant popu'no in the wild is af hand, and
• lation counts . and assessthat the elephapts of Africa WE MUST SAVE
ments of damage to habitat
will face virtual extinction THE RHINO AN D
·were grossly inflated anc\ exthroughout most of Africa
aggerated. If the perception
within ·.this decade if some- THE ELEPHANT, AS
SPECIES, AN D WE is thatthe pan will be lifted
thing dramatic is not done.
' . For five weeks I traveled MUST DESTROY
in 1994, the destruction of
· by .land and air with game
elephants, both by governFOREVER THE
..ment operatiyes and poachscouts and poachers in. an atMYTH
THAT INDIers,_will <~;ccelerate rapidly. .
'tempt to gather physical evidence that Zimbabwean gov- -VIDUAL ANIMALS
The goal of the May inernment policies and eco- MUST D.IE~ SO .
vestigatiori was to bring back
nomic exploitation from THAT THEIR SPECIES • proof that rhino and elephant
abroad are driving the rhinos
population figures promuland elephants to extinction. I MIGHT BE SAVED.
gated by Zimbabwean -scienhad been to Africa·for various
tists are inflated- and to
projects and investigations,
show that rhino aud elephant
but this trip brought with it a special sense deaths are accelerating- by ascertaming
the true status of these animal populations.
of urgency.
John W. Grandy, Ph.D. , HSUS vice At best, Africa is often a harsh and unforpresident, Wildlife and Habitat Protec- giving place, and this trip would prove to

I

I

.

HSI Executive Director David K. Wills inspects the "Ivory
Room" at Zimbabwe
National Park headquarters, where more
than thirty tons of
ivory are stored. Inset: The carcass of a
poached elephant was
found during the
vestigation.

-be a brutal test of endurance. However, the
participation in the investigation of Qlenn
Thatharn, chief warden of Zjmbabwe national parks, proved to be our "ace." Mr.
Thatham had come-to The HSUS earlier in·
the year, fiustrated and angered by the conflict between what the Zimbabwean government was saying about rhino and ele1 phant popul~tions and what ·Mr. Thatham
and his scouts kiiew to be the case.
I flew . t.o Harare, Zimbabwe, with
Kathy Milani, an animal activist and professional news ·editor and photographer.
·For . three and a half weeks, Ms. -Milani
and I traveled through Zimbabwe. Our
travels took us across Zimbabwe to
Hwange National Park, a 14,0,00-squarekilometer park on the border of
Botswana. We visited the Midlands Consewancy, a group of several private hunting ranches,~ where we witnessed first- hand a rhino dehorning operation and
saw our first poached rhino carcass. We
visited Zimbabwe National Pafl( head- .
quarters and gained access to Zimbabwe's
"Ivory Room," which ·h0lds more 'th,an
thirty ton~ of elephant ivmy,- much of
which has been legally .gather~d since
1990 by the government. Finally, we traveled to Mana Pools -National Park; where
we 'stood on ·the Zambian border and then
actually followed the routes poachers take
from Zambia as they cross into Zimbabwe in search of rhino and elephants.
One incident exemplifies the suffering
1experienced by the _great mammals of

NO U.S. SANCTIONS
TO STOP TRADE

F

/

r

or more than fifteen years, CITES
has urged all nations to do whatever
is in their economic, diplomatic, or
political power to pressure countries that
allow trade in rhino horn to stop doing so
(see the Spring 1993 HSUS News). In
September 1993 CITES asked all countries to consider imposing trade sanctions
on China and Taiwan, where rhino horn
and parts of other endangered species
(including tigers) are still widely traded
for the concoction of traditional folk
medicine, despite recently passed local
laws forbidding such trade. The HSUS
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Africa. I was in Hwange :\ational Park
.when one of the game ou rushed into
our camp, talking and gnlllring ex itedly
-to Mr. Thatham ." Mr. Tharbam rumed ro
me and asked if I wanted ro ee my flrst

and scratched them-on their noses. ''The
love it;" he laughed .
. My heart beat ~ildlyas we walked up
to a female lying in the bush. Rhinos'
eyesight is notoriously poor, and:we were

Mr. Wills and Glenn Tha1ham (second from rightJ confer with game scouts in
a Zimbabwean national park.. HSUS team members-traveled through .l;imbabwe with t~e same fre-edom as that given chiefpark wardens. '

white rhino in the wild. As ''
Thatham explained that \\ill
very social and enj o the o
comfort of other rhino . The.· are shy of
humans, but, Mr. Thatharn said some of
them.knew him so well that he had a illally stood on a rock and reached down
'
.

within a few · feet of her before : she
lurched to her feet. She bad been comfortable-in the rangers' presence, yet now
she· looked at us with fear. She was dragging her right front leg, because a poacher had shot her three times wi.th an AK4 7 in an attempt to kill her for her hom.

believes that trade sanctions are the on!_
way to force these countries into ompl ing with the CITES trade bans.
On November 8 President Bill Clinton decided not to impose united tates
trade sanctions on China and Taiwan
even though the United States i in a better position than any other nation to coerce these countries into complying with
CITES. U.S. Secretary of the Interior
Bruce Babbitt had earlier certified to
Mr. Clinton, under the Pell Amendment
to the U.S. Fishermen 's Pro tective Act
(see footnote , page 24), that China and
Taiwan were undermining the effectiveness of CITES. Secretary Babbit stated,
"The United States cannot stand by
while the world 's remaining wild tigers

and rhinos slip into extinction."
In a letter declining to impose sanctions, Mr. Clinton acknowledged that
rhinos (and tigers) may become "extinct
in the next two to five years," and that
China and Taiwan have been unable to
make "effective reductions in trade" in
rhino and tiger parts. The President will
wait until March 1994, when CITES will
again address the problem of China and
Taiwan, to reconsider imposing import
prohibitions. The HSUS strongly encourages the President to reconsider.
Please write President Bill Clinton
(The White House, Washington, DC
20500) to urge him to impose trade sanctions on China and Taiwan now, before it
is too late.
D
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Rhinos will be transported to these· protected ,zones,· where aqned guards will
keep watch around . the clock to ensure
th~ir safety. In addition; we are demanding
that President Bill Clinton bring strong
economic sanctions against Tai.wan ·and
China (see sidebar). Such sanctions will
force these _ nations to halt their illegal
trade in horn and i~o!j. Jf we are able to
.
.

~HSI EUR0PE
EC AGENDA: FARM
ANIMALS, WHALES

A

I

gO\
rime the Zimbabwean govemmen !aimed ;\'&thousand, more or .
1 --. bla k and \'\illte rhinos lived in the
.ounrry. The most recent national parks
surYey shows fewer,than fiye hundred! Dehoming- using a chainsaw to remove a se-
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...

dated rhino's hom to deter poachers- has ·
failed. More tlian 94 dehorned rhinos had
been killed in Zimbabwe as of April 1993,·
The highly invasive deboming process
is . not only ineffective, it, is inhumane as
well. The immobilized animal is hot anes-' ·
thetized, but -the·.hom conta_ins nerve as
well as blood, . which woul4 lead_to the ·
conclu~ion that the'process is painful.
, It is not ·just the rhino and elephant
who suffer Qeedlessly. All wildlife ·. in
Zimbabwe is valued for the doliars that
the animals' carcasses can generate. . ·
. Can the . rhino be saved? Absolutely.
. The HSUS and HSI are workingfeverishly
to make sure that it is. We are encouraging
Zimbabwe to ,develop intensive protection
zones 'deep within existing n&tional parks.

Ithough a number of both European Community (EC) legislators (who- represent the twelve
nations in the EC) and members of the ·
U.S. Congress support the imposition of
economic sanctions against Norway following that country's resumption of
commercial whaling, U.S. President
Bill Clinton recently announced that he
will not seek such sanctions,* President
Clinton stated instead that he will try
"all good-faith efforts to persuade the
country to halt the commercial slaughter of whales."
In early September the European
Parliament's (EP's) Intergroup on Animal Welfare sent a letter to President
Clinton and Vice President Albert
Gore, Jr., that condemned commercial
whaling, endorsed U.S. economic sanctions against Norway, and supported an
expanded public boycott of Norwegian
fish products. (EP members are elected
by EC citizens, and the Intergroup is the
EP's political caucus that focuses on· animal-protection issues.)
President Clinton and Vice President
Gore recently received a letter from
Hemmo Muntingh, the president of

*Under the Pelly Amendment to the U.S. Fishermen's Protective Act of 1967, the U.S. Secretary ofConnnerce must
notify-the president when foreign nationals conduct fishing operations that diminish the effectiveness of international fishery-conservation programs. Within sixty days,
the president is required to inform Congress whether he
will direct the Secretary of the Treasury to prohibit the importation of some or all of that country's products.
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market for wild-animal
"ill be able to save the rhino
ain tion. To _this end,-... Teresa ·
=- ;:·. Ph.D., HSUS associate director;
- ·fe and Habitat P~Otecti_on, testified
e u. S. House of Representatives
marine and fisheries committee, ·
ber .of measures to conserve rhiin the wild. Video -footage ob-

Legislators for a Balanced EnviEuropean Community (GLOBE
.=c . alling for sanctions against Nor..:.. ·. !GLOBE EC consists offorty mem- .~of the EP)
In his Jetter Mr. Muntingh stated:
--.;;e brutal slaughter of whales for com::K. ial activities has to come to an eric!,
.::::: " thi can only be achi~ved by impos~= sanctions, on an international scale,
~ those countries which blatantly refuse
-~ dhere to the rules of the IWC [the In- . arional Whaling Commission] .... "
. ·orway is currently iJ:lvolved in nego2 · ons with the European Commission
"-ID h drafts EC legislation) to deter:::.h1e whether it will become a member
-.:=- Lhe EC in the foreseeable future. The
~: rgro up letter urged the European
Commission "to make it clear [to Nor"' -.-J that the [European] Community
..:-ondemns commercial whaling and it
.: - not believe that any member nation
-.; the EC or potential member should
..:-ommercially kill whales."
However, in September the Norwegian
C mre Party, which opposes Norway's
~ ining the EC, finished second in nation~ elections. This showing rais~s doubts
2..: ro whether the Norwegian public will
::- port membership in the EC.
GLOBE EC and the Intergroup wi·ote
·o President Clinton after being alerted
~y HSI that U.S . sanctions against Nor':laY were being considered.
~nr.

HSI has joined a consortium of Euroanimal-protection organiza·ons. the European Committee for ImroYements in the Transport of Farm An-

~ -based

tained during this investigation has been
used in a PatriCk Media!HSUS production,
The Eleventh How;- which was di tributed
recently to members of Ccmgres and
whi,ch will be shown at the 1994 CITES
meeting. , HSUS/HSI is challenging the m)1h that
developing countries can fmd solutions to
their econormc woes on the backs-:-

imals, in an intensified effort to establi sh
better conditions for animals transported
to slaughter within the EC .
Prince Sadruddin Aga Khan, founder
and chairman of the environmental and
animal-protection organization The Bellerive Foundation, announced the campaign in Brussels, Belgium, on September 21. The announcement was accompanied by the showing of excerpts from
Road to Misery, a fi lm produced by
Great Britain's Compassion in World
Farming. Shown widely in Europe, the
film documents the cruel conditions endured by animals shipped to slaughter,
and at the slaughterhouses themselves, in
violation ofEC laws.
Also shown was a harrowing film ·by
German filmmaker Manfred Karremann
in which a bull with a brok~n hip, bound
for Syria, was unable to negotiate a ship's
ramp. After being prodded for more than
a half hour with electric-prods, the bull
was hoisted off the ship by one foot. His
foreleg was broken during the off-loading. The ship's captain eventually decided to return the bull to the ship, since he
would gain more financially by throwing
the live animal overboard at sea (and
thereby receive his per capita live-animal
subsidy) than by leaving him behind.
Prince Sadruddin Aga Khan said,
The cruelties currently associated with
the transport of live farm animals across
Europe are scandalous. How can the
perpetration of such atrocities continue
1o be tolerated in a society which considers itself civilized? The creation of our
committee will enable concerned groups
throughout Europe to join fo rces in mo\
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literally through the deaths-of' sentient
life. The concept of consumptive sustainable use of wildlife is ' being exposed
for the first time as simply a justification
for the misuse and abuse ofwiWlife.
The HSUS/HSI · has published a derailed report of our investigation. To reeiYe a copy, send $3.00 to The HSUS_.Darid K Wills, executive.director, HSI

bi!i::ing public and political opinion with
a vie1v to achieving immediate reform.
As pan of the campaign a manifesto
stating the basic rights of animals transported to slaughter will be circulated
throughout the EC.
The manifesto calls for:
• an eight-hour limit to journeys to
slaughter;
• an acknowledgment from the EC that
living animals are not goods but "sentient beings"; and
• the location of slaughterhouses near
farms or areas of livestock production.
It is particularly important that animals be reclassified as "sentient beings."
Their low status in the EC stems in part
from the fact that, under the Treaty of
Rome, one of the original treaties which
form the basis of issues dealt with by the
EC, animals are classified as goods and
treated as products rather than as living
creatures.
It has been more than a year since the
EP approved a report sponsored by member David Morris calling for major reforms in conditions under which farm
animals are transported to slaughter. The
European Commission and European
Council have stalled and diluted the re port's proposals. Coalition members will
lobby vigorously to gain implementation
of regulations that protect all animal on
their way to slaughter.
The coalition also intends to bring t
gether members of the commin
an
representatives of major animal-tranS. 1
organizations to work on
n -o~..
cerils.- Betsy Dribben. Europenn
tor, HSI

Capth~e

\\Tildlife and
Th Endangered
p cies Act
s the battle intensifies over the
future of the Endangered Species Act (ESA), most environmental organizations ignore
the fate of one group of animals belonging to endangered
atened species: the captives.
T e E A contains strong provisions pro:.. · ::; all members of endangered and
- ned species, including those held in
~- ~ i :y. However, ESA protection for cap-~ ·e ·;~.ildlife has eroded, through weak reg. _·o and enforcement and through the
:-::-ea : · u e of loopholes by those eager to
"X_ loi· the glamour conferred on animals
· _.- :he adjective "endangered." Today,
-l-,;-ea· ned and endangered species are dis:cyed in hopping malls and roadside
zoo-. araded on stage and in circuses, and
::: ed by trophy hunters in so-called
d hunts .
The ase of Las Vegas-based entertainer

BY ALLEX T. RUTBERG, PH.D.,
.L-\,."\TI RICHARD FARINATO
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Bobby Berosini illustrates how the ESA the n vs. Once these permits are granted,
has failed to prevent the exploitation of an- animals may be moved around the country
imals belonging to endangered species. at will- as long as they are not bought or
Mr. Berosini has kept several orangutans sold. Countless numbers of tigers, leopunder a permit originally granted in 1981
ards. chimpanzees, elephants and other
by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service members of threatened and endangered
(FWS) for the purpose of captive breeding. species perform every day in the circuses,
In the past twelve years, he has not had one carnivals . and travelling acts that crissbirth from this group. Primarily, the orang- cross the country. At a mall in sub11rban
utans, dressed in sequins, perfom1ed in Mr. Maryland recently, shoppers were offered
Berosini 's nightclub act of bawdy comic the chance to ride an elephant or have their
routines. For failure to meet his stated in- picture taken with a two-week-old tiger
tent of captive breeding, Mr. Berosini's per- cub--for a price. HSUS staff, working
mit was suspended by the FWS in 1991 . with local animal-control officers, successHowever, the FWS lifted his suspension in fully invoked relevant county ordinances to
1992 after he argued that he was educating prohibit contact between the animals and
the public about the plight of these animals the public. This meant no elephant rides,
through his act and through school visits (a and no handling of the young cats by mall
total of sixteen in 1991 ). Despite
the protests of numerous animalprotection groups, the Berosini
show goes on.
Under the ESA, it is considered
a criminal act- with exceptionsto "take" (kill or harm), export, import, or buy or sell across state lines
any member of an endangered
species. (The same regulations apply to most threatened species.)
Some important kinds of transactions are exempted: those involving
animals held captive before the
1973 passage of the ESA, those
carried out entirely within a single
state, and those that might be considered "non-commercial" (donations or swaps, for example). Such Elephants are part of circus pagentry. Opposite: El·
omissions have created loopholes ephants attempt to free themselves from their chains.
that have enabled blatant animal ex- The ESA offers many animals limited protection.
ploitation to take place.
Animals in captivity before the ESA ex- customers. Such restrictions may discouristed are exempted from ESA protection by age these exhibitors from reh1rning to thi s
this so-called "pre-act status." Such an ani- jurisdiction .
mal is "Lota," an Asian elephant removed
The permit system, under which so
from the Milwaukee County Zoo and much trafficking in endangered species ocplaced in a circus to spend the rest of her curs, originated in provisions written into
life as a performing animal (see the Sp1ing the ESA to facilitate conservation- mi ented
1992 HSUS News). Although her case is research, captive breeding, and education.
still on appeal, Lota has so far been afford- Exceptions to the prohibitions on taking.
ed no protection under the ESA simply be- importing, exporting, and commercial
cause she was brought into captivity before trading in animals belonging to endan1973 and because her transfer to the circus gered species enable the U. S. government
was categorized as a noncommercial trans- to grant permits allowing othenvise illegal
action.
actions "for scientific purposes, or to enIn the majority of cases, individuals hance the propagation or survival of the afwho acquire endangered and threatened fected species."
animals must first obtain permits issued by
To acquire a permi t for importation. ex2

portation, or interstate trade in animals belonging to endangered
species, applicants must complete
a detailed application to the FWS.
Pennit applications are supposed
to list the number of animals the
applicant seeks (as well as such
characteristics as their species,
age, and sex); demonstrate the applicant 's expertise in caring for
and breeding animals of the relevant species; describe the facili ti es in which the animals will be
kept; and justify the planned activity in terms of captive propagation or education.
Unfortunately, the applicant's
obligation to list his/her qualifications is not accompanied by clear
criteria for judging those qualifications. Many applicants make
only a token effort to fulfill the
application requirements. It is
hard to comprehend how comic
routines performed by orangutans
in a casino advance education or
how the transfer of an Asian elephant from a zoo to a circus assists in the survival of the species
in its native habitat. Nevertheless,
the FWS has accepted such arguments in the past. Permits have
been rejected only rarely.
The ESA has also been used to
legitimize canned hunts of privately owned bontebok antelope (an endangered species) on South African game
ranches. Under the guise of "enhancing the
propagation or survival" of bontebok
(which were hunted nearly to extinction in
the early part of the century) 50 to 100
American trophy hunters pay South
African game ranchers for the chance to
"cull" male bontebok who have been labeled excess. Afterward, holding FWS permits, the hunters import these animals'
heads and horns into the United States to
add to their trophy collections.
How does the FWS justify supporting
the systematic killing of animals belonging
to endangered species? Rather than promote the recovery of wild populations, the
South African government has focused its
conservation efforts on maintaining bontebok on game ranches. Since the FWS accepts the South African government's view
that game ranches are essential to its con-
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servation efforts, the FWS argues that trophy hunters help to conserYe bontebok
through "culling"- while proYiding ranchers with financial incentive to continue to
breed bontebok.
We do not agree. The breed-and-kill
system has been in place in South Africa
for more than twenty years. The importation of bontebok trophies into the United
States has generated profits only for South
African game ranchers, not fo r the species.
Recently, an attempt was made to implement a game-ranch scheme in the United
States. In 1992 a Texas game rancher applied for an FWS permit allowing out-ofstate trophy hunters to come to his ranch to
shoot animals belonging to five endangered species of antelope and deer. (This
activity probably would not have been covered at all by the ESA, and no permit would
have been needed, if the killing opportunity
had been advertised only within Texas, and

only Texas hunters had applied.) The rancher claimed that the animals to be shot were
"surplus" males who could legitimately be
culled under the ESA and that the fees he
accepted from trophy hunters would support his "conservation" efforts.
In written comments submitted to the
FWS, The HSUS strenuously opposed th e
rancher's application. Our review indicated
that the applicant had presented no evidence of expertise in conservation biology,
no information on the geographic origin or
genetics of his endangered animals, and no
clear evidence that he had contacted biologists involved in captive breeding of animals belonging to endangered species. He
did provide a copy of a 1990 permit granted to a game ranch that wished to collect
fees from out- of-state hunters who wanted
to kill endangered animals.
Last May the FWS agreed with The
HSUS that the rancher's proposed trophy
HSUS NEWS • Winter 1994

A chimpanzee and a
Sumatran tiger (opposite) languish in captivity; tigers, chimpanzees, and other animals
belonging to threatened
or endangered species
perform every day in
circuses, carnivals, and
traveling acts that crisscross the country. A
tiger or chimpanzee
in every zoo can lead
the public to believe
that such species are
not really endangered.

hunt would not promote endangeredspecies conservation and rejected his permit application. The FWS has proposed a
new set of regulations governing activities
involving members of threatened and endangered species born in captivity. Under
the proposed regulations, anyone wishing
to breed such animals would have to participate in an organized, scientifically managed captive-breeding program. The overstretched canvas of "education" under
which Mr. Berosini and circuses have taken shelter no longer would provide sufficient justification for holding captive-bred
endangered species in captivity.
The HSUS was further encouraged by
U. S. Secretary of the Interior Bruce Babbitt 's negative reaction when the San Diego
Zoo recently applied for a permit to import
a pair of giant pandas from China on a
three-year breeding loan. In his initial response to the application last summer, SecHSUS NEWS • Winter 1994

retary Babbitt suggested that short-term
panda loans were not a sound conservation
strategy. Secretary Babbitt observed that
the loan, and the funds that would almost
certainly be generated by the pandas' presence at the zoo, could encourage the removal of more pandas from the wild-for
lucrative "rent-a-panda" schemes- and
thus further threaten the imperiled wild
population. In our comments on the zoo's
application, The HSUS stressed that efforts
to aid giant pandas must focus on preserving critical habitat in China. Secretary
Babbitt's reaction in this case is significant; the FWS 's subsequent denial of this
application from one of the world's most
prominent zoos could signal a fundamental
shift in policy and an end to granting permits to every individual who wants to
breed and sell animals belonging to endangered species.
Such a shift may also be reflected in the

FWS 's recent decision to deny a 1992
request for a permit to hold threatened
grizzly bears made by Grizzly Park, the
bear zoo adjacent to Yellowstone National Park (see the Winter 1993 HSUS
.Ve11·s). Grizzly Park, expected to attract
thousands of visitors annually to the
heart of wild-grizzly habitat, is being
con tructed around four enclosures to
hold captive black and grizzly bears.
Despite the for-profit status of Grizzly
Park. the FWS initially concluded that
the re eipt of bears by Grizzly Park was
a non-commerc ial transaction under the
ESA and therefore no permit was required. The FWS consequently joined
with Grizzly Park and the State of Montana to develop a memorandum of understanding that would set the conditions under which Grizzly Park could
obtain grizzly bears. Last September,
however, the FWS reversed itself, concluding that the special ESA rules covering grizzly bears made it illegal for
them to be transported and held at a forprofit facility. Thus, while Grizzly Park
is still being built, and is already housing bears, it cannot exhibit grizzly bears
taken from populations considered
threatened under the ESA.
Unfortunately, while much of the recent news concerning enforcement of
the ESA with respect to captive wildlife
is encouraging, it is apparent that the
manner of the law's enforcement shifts
dramatically with changes in administrations. The HSUS and others are eager to
use the current congressional ESA reauthorization to make changes in the law itself. We desire to clarify and strengthen the
FWS 's legal obligation to protect all members of endangered species, whether they
are found in nature or in captivity.
Caricatures of themselves, caged tigers
languish- as their wild kin vanish. While
spectators gawk at tigers in confinement,
tigers in the wild lose their homes to "development" or are hunted down for the products their carcasses furnish. If we cannot
protect the animals humans hold captive,
how can we protect those who live free? •
Allen T Rutberg, Ph.D. , is HSUS senior
scientist, Wildlife and Habitat Protection:
Richard Farinato is HSUS director of captive wildlife, Wildlife a;1d Habitat Prorection.
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paint a picture of the German countryside
as YibrantlY as if he had used a brush. In
our own time. composer Paul Winter has
successfully united the "wild world" with
traditiona l musical structures to shape a serie of .. Earth vo ices "~tableaux of animal
calls. naturalist imagery, and jazz, traditional. and classical music.
:--ature does much more, however, than
imply provide artists with models to imitate~it is the source of energy and inspiration . What Robert Welborn, chairman of
the board of CRLE, bas said of music can
be said of art in general: it "depends on Nature 's balance, symmetry, and proportion,
[thus] it can be a spiritual force with
mankind for Nature's beauty."
Today's artists feel keenly the environmental destruction being wrought upon the
Earth. In the words of Carlos Fuentes, " ...
we [now] have the consciousness that nature can disappear along with us.... [l]t
really shakes your soul."2 Dependent on the
natural world for both theme and inspiration, artists have a vital interest in preserving the life and beauty of the planet. And
their connection to nature creates a means
for saving it. Musician and author Anthony
Rooley emphasizes that " . . . to create a
true ecological world we must be deeply in
touch with our music, poetry, and the other
arts." 3
The arts wield a long-recognized power
and influence far beyond the simple role of
ente1iainment. Art is our most profound
way of communicating, not only within our
own communities but with other cultures,
nations, and generations as well. And art
has the power to transform ideas. Musiians. writers, painters, and other artists
typically have been involved in the vanguard of social change, helping in humankind's struggle to define itself, its instirutions. and its relationship to the natural
oundings.
The purpose of the IHN initiative is to
e the pD\\er of humankind's creative spiri and the profound connections between
arti- - and the natural world to inspire
·-- o a t on behalf of animals and the
Earth. Thi proje t embodies CRLE's "Arts
and the Eanh .. program. which emphasizes
the ~mral role of the arts in creating imag - that inspire us to preserve the life and
ury of the planet and to end animal suffering.
The TID: initiatiYe is a combination of
on errs. educational programs, and onthe-ground partnerships that directly tackle
environmental concerns and challenges:
Concerts fo r the Environment bring together well-known musicians and artists
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PRESIDENT'S NOTE
hen either environmental or animal-related issues are discuss~d, the emphasis almost always focuses on the violence, destruction,
and abuse associated with these topics.
Rarely are we provided a visual or audible affirrnation of the beauty and vitality
that can and should be consonant with
the Earth and its magnificent creatures.
"In Harmony With Nature.. is a program whose purpose it is to remind us
of-and refresh us with-the beauty and
symmetry that arc the very essence of
living entities.
Through the magic and majesty of
music, art, dance, and drama. ..In Harmony With Nature" seeks to reconnect
us with an appreciation for the beauty
and integrity of nature which all too frequently is overshadowed and oft-times
obliterated in our disjointed and disconnected world. - John A. Hoyt. presidellt
Center/or Respect ofL!/i!
and Em·ironment

W

with top conservationists in performances
that highlight the environmental challenges
facing all sentient beings and moriYate audiences to participate in consen <ltion and
animal-protection proj ects. The ftrst Concert for the Environment (to take place in
the Washington, D. C. , area) will focus on
the conservation and educational programs
of the Jane Goodall Institute. founded by
the world-famous primatologist to promote
wildlife research, education. and conservation.
Education Programs encourage students of the arts to th ink more carefully
about how they can and should use their
crafts to benefit the planet. Iill\ is currently in contact with instructors at leading
conservatories such as the Curtis Institute
of Music in Philadelphia, the Juilliard
School in New York, and the Peabody
Conservatory in Baltimore to explore the
development of course materials and lecture series that focus on global ecology, environmental challenges, and ways in which
we all can protect animals and the Earth.
A second educational initiative, targeting general elementary- and secondary-level environmental-education, draws on a rich
array of artistic works to provide visual and
aural examples of natural beauty and thereby foster a sensitivity for and appreciation
of these wonders.
The Music Festivals Program combines

lectures, exhibits, and performances to
raise the level of ecological awareness in
the audiences attending the many smnmer
music festivals held throughout the United
States. IHN is exploring collaborations
with several festivals, such as those at the
Tanglewood Music Center in Lenox , Massachusetts, and the Spoleto Festival USA, in
Charleston, South Carolina, both areas of
great environmental importance. Our aim
is to create an artistic/environmental experience in which the audience will engage
with both the works presented and their
immediate surroundings.The audience can
take a transformed awareness with them as
they think about and act upon environmental issues on a global scale.
Community Arts and Conservation
Partnerships bring together local artists,
nonprofit organizations, and corporations
to work on projects affecting the communities in which they live and operate. These
programs recognize that environmental
quality and sustainable, humane life-styles
are not linked only to conservation, but also to education, opportunities for enrichment, and social justice.
For example, IHN is exploring the best
way in which to build on the rich Latin tradition of muralism- the transformation of
empty wall space into visual art- to promote a sense of connection among people,
their dwelling places, and the larger, natural envirorunent.
We hope the artistic community will respond with great enthusiasm and conviction! A number of artists have already indicated their interest in social issues through
their support of "Live Aid" and other concerts held to help end world hunger or the
AfDS epidemic.
We seek your participation and financial support to bring together concerns for
animals and the arts. We are creating an
endowment fund to support IHN's educational and programmatic activities and other worthy projects. Helping to sponsor
IHN's activities would be a beautiful way
of expressing a deep love of the world's
artistic and natural wonders. Please join
with us to encourage the arts community to
·inspire all people to act "in harmony with
nature ."
•
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New Year, New USUS

Publications Catalog
The 1994-95 HSUS pubbcations catalog is availablewith descriptions, prices, and orcle1ing information for
more thm1 200 items, from periodicals and T-shlits to infonnational fliers and cmnpaign buttons. For your FREE
copy, complete m1d return this coupon, with a stmnped
(52q: postage) , self-addressed, business- size envelope.
Please send me a free copy of
the 1994-95 publications catalog.

Name _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ __
Organization (if applicable) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _
City- - - - - - - - -State - - Zip- -- Mail to Publications Catalog, The HS US, 2100 L Street, .\fW,
Washington , DC 20037.

~~

NOTE CARDS

Sharing Our Lives With Animals
This charming collection of archival and contemporary
black and white photographs celebrates the enduring link
between people and animals. Available boxed in a 20card assortment with envelopes, HSUS Note Cards are
printed on recycled paper using soy-based inks.
The HSUS will receive five percent of the cards'
sale price to support its efforts in protecting animals,
domestic and wild.

To Order Call Toll Free: (800) 424-4422
-------------------0 Enclosed is my check/money order made out to :
e send me
boxes of HSUS Note Cards at
per box (non-members pay $17.00 per box)
Total boxes:
@ $15.00/$17.00 bx.
$
Tax (CA) 7.5% (CA Resident)
$ _ _ _ __
hipping and Handling @
S3 1st box, $1 each add'l bx
$ -----

5 1 ~ .00

TOTAL
" ee ks for delivery
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$ _ _ __

Healthy Planet Products, Inc.
1129 N. McDowell Blvd., Petaluma, CA 95476
Charge my

D VISA D

MASTERCARD

Acct#

Expiration Date

Name on card (please print)

Signature

Ship to (Name) - - - - - - - - - - P hone _ _ __
Street - - - - - - - City - - - - - State _

Zip _ _
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l e oft en assume that all
~ l children loYe animals.

rn

mmatelY. that's notal-

. '
'H"avs true. Children
have to

be tauiTht to care, especially
if th e ~- are to gTow up to be
caring. concerned adults.
Thaf why humane education i so important. You can
help make it happen in our
chools by participating in
the HSUS Adopt-A-Teacher
program. It's quick and easy!
More than 9,000 teachers requested help from The HSUS
in the last school year. You
can "adopt" one of them or
a teacher of your choice.
For more information, write
to HSUS Adopt-A-Teacher,
PO Box 362, East Haddam,
CT 06423-0362.
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